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Abstract. In common multijunction solar cells the subcells are connected in series. In this way, achieving a high voltage 
at module level is straightforward. However, calculations have proven that the annual energy efficiency limit is higher for 
independently connected subcells, because they are more tolerant to spectral variations throughout the year. We have 
recently proposed a three-terminal heterojunction bipolar transistor solar cell (HBTSC) with the maximum limiting 
efficiency of a dual-junction solar cell, but without the need for a tunnel junction and with only three crucial semiconductor 
layers. In this work, we present the implementation of a two-terminal module prototype including five HBTSCs which 
provides a high-voltage power output. 

INTRODUCTION 

Series interconnection between subcells decreases annual energy efficiency of multijunction solar cells [1, 2] 
because the cells are current matched for high efficiency at a certain spectrum. However, the spectrum in the field is 
constantly changing, depending on the location, daytime, weather, pollution etc. These spectral variations cause 
current mismatch of the subcells [3, 4, 5], leading to energy loss. The recently proposed novel cell structure [6] 
resembling a transistor enables three-terminal independent current extraction. From the systematic point of view, the 
management of the photovoltaic power produced is more efficient and cheaper if the power output of a module has 
low current and high voltage. However, building a module that sums up voltage using three-terminal devices is 
challenging. Here, we manufacture and test a two-terminal module interconnection [7] that adds voltage and maintains 
the current independent between subcells. 

Firstly we give a short overview of the working principle of the novel HBTSC and the module interconnection. 
Then, the characterization of the subcells is presented in order to provide a deeper insight on the performance of the 
three-terminal devices constituting the module. Finally, we present the characterization of the module under one sun 
and under concentrated light. 

THE HBTSC 

The HBTSC is a new solar cell concept, whose structure is very similar to that of a bipolar junction transistor 
(BJT) (Figure 1a). Nevertheless, for optimal operation of the cell, the injection efficiency (γ) has to be small, contrary 
to the optimal BJT design. The cell consists of an npn (or pnp) structure, with an n-type emitter of high bandgap facing 
the Sun, a p-type base also with a high bandgap and an n-type collector with a low bandgap. Each of the three layers 
has an individual contact. The emitter and base form the top junction, and the base and collector form the bottom 
junction. The HBTSC concept enables independent current extraction for both junctions (represented by Itop and Ibottom 
in Figure 1a), while keeping a higher voltage at the top junction (Vtop) than at the bottom junction (Vbottom). 
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(a) (b)
 

FIGURE 1. (a): Layer structure of the HBTSC prototype. (b): Cell design with interdigitated contacts. 

Therefore, a double junction solar cell can be achieved with a significantly smaller number of semiconductor layers 
than in a series-connected monolithic double-junction cell [8] or other three-terminal approaches [9, 10, 11, 12]. The 
detailed-balance efficiency limit of the HBTSC has been proven to be equal to the one of common series-connected 
double-junction cells [6]. 

In our work, we use a prototype grown by molecular beam epitaxy based on AlGaAs of different compositions for 
different bandgaps (Figure 1a). The bandgap as well as the doping of the base are high to decrease the number of 
minority carriers and avoid injection from emitter to collector and vice versa. Figure 1b shows the interdigitated 
contacts, which help reducing the lateral resistance of the base. This prototype is designed for one sun, nevertheless 
the possibility of application under concentrated light is straightforward. The cell areas are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Areas [mm²] of the cell prototype. 

 

MODULE INTERCONNECTION 

The three-terminal nature of the HBTSC avoids the need of current-matching, but at the cost of impeding trivial 
series connection at module level. This problem can be addressed by a non-trivial interconnection proposed by Gee 
[7]. In this circuit (Figure 2), each top junction is connected in parallel to two bottom junctions, making current of top 
and bottom junctions independent from one another. Therefore, the ideal voltage ratio between top and bottom 
junctions Vtop/Vbottom is 2. This ratio is close to the one needed to reach the maximum limiting efficiency [6]. Bottom 
junctions are all connected in series. In ideal conditions, the overall voltage of the module is the sum of the voltages 
of the individual bottom junctions minus one; the power of one cell per string is lost. Nevertheless, by having a 
sufficiently large number of cells per string, the effect of this drawback can be minimized. 

With this module interconnection, the current independence is traded for voltage dependence. Decreasing 
irradiance affects the current proportionally, while voltage is affected logarithmically. Therefore, we expect that 
spectral variations have low impact on the efficiency of the module. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Circuit proposed in [7] for a module composed of three-terminal solar cells. Top cells are black and bottom cells 
white. 
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FIGURE 3. (a): External quantum efficiency of the HBTSC. (b): Dark J-V and JL -VOC curves of top and bottom junctions at 
25°C. 

     
 

(a) (b)
 
FIGURE 4. J-V curves (AM1.5D, 25°C) of (a): top junction and (b): bottom junction. Points with green circles are used for 
the respective fits of short circuit current (JSC), open circuit voltage (VOC) and maximum power point (PMPP), leading to 

efficiency (η) and fill factor (FF). 

RESULTS: CELL 

In this section, the measurement results of the subcells are presented in order to create a basis for understanding 
the following results of the module. Figure 3a shows the external quantum efficiency of the top and bottom junctions. 
In this measurement, the junction not under test is biased in short circuit. In all other measurements, the other junction 
is biased in open circuit because the voltage is closer to the one of the maximum power point and therefore the cell is 
measured under conditions more representative for real working conditions. 

The external quantum efficiency of the top junction, represented by the blue line in Figure 3a, has a spectral 
response at lower wavelengths than the bottom cell (red line). The spectral response of the top cell is very low, which 
is caused by the challenging n-type doping of Al0.33Ga0.67As, described in [13]. 

In Figure 3b, we can see the dark current density (J) - voltage (V) curves of the top and bottom junctions together 
with their photocurrent (JL) - open circuit voltage (VOC) curves at different concentrations. In these plots, the dark 
areas of Table 1 have been used to calculate the current density of the respective junction. The dark J-V curve of the 
bottom cell is reproduced by the JL-VOC curve, omitting effects of series resistance (for details on this method see 
[14]). Note that the JL-VOC curve of the top cell has a slightly different slope than the dark J-V curve. 
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Figure 4 shows the J-V curves of top (Fig. 4a) and bottom (Fig. 4b) junction under 1 sun illumination. The bottom 
cell has an efficiency of 5%, while the top cell, being limited by the emitter material quality, has only 0.4% efficiency. 
The J-V curve of the top cell did not show a flat region at which JL could be determined because of its large series 
resistance. This could be causing the difference between dark J-V and JL-VOC curves in Figure 3b. Another 
consequence is that the concentration (C) might be underestimated at high values and the efficiency overestimated in 
Figures 5 and 6. 

 

(a) (b)
 

FIGURE 5. J-V curves at different concentrations and 25°C of (a): top junction and (b): bottom junction 
 

 

(a) (b)
 

FIGURE 6. η-C curve (continuous solar simulator and flash lamp at 25°C) of (a): top junction and (b): bottom junction 
 

Figure 5 shows the J-V curves at different concentrations. The bottom junction shows a normal dependency of its 
J-V curve with concentration (increasing JL and VOC). However, the VOC of the top cell, in the depicted range, remains 
nearly constant. When going to irradiances around 100 suns, the VOC of the top cell recuperates its tendency to increase. 
This range is not depicted because of the uncertainty of concentration due to the failure of self-reference. The irregular 
dependence of the top junction VOC on C is being investigated through further experiments. 

Figure 6 shows the efficiency (η) - C curves. The black dots depict measurements in a continuous solar simulator 
and the red circles measurements in a flash equipment. The top junction has a very low JL and its efficiency seems to 
be constant with concentration. This measurement is to be taken with care because the JL values defining the 
concentration might be underestimated because of the low overall current and the missing planar zone to measure JL 
with the self-calibration that imposes this characterization tool. In contrast, the bottom cell shows the typical 
logarithmic dependency of C, resulting in a resistance-determined decrease after peaking between one and two suns. 
The efficiency of values higher than 10 suns, which differ from the empirical fit (blue line), might again be 
overestimated. 
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FIGURE 7. (a): Module prototype. (b): J-V curve of the module (AM1.5D, 25°C). Colors are described in Figure 4.         

 

(a) (b)
 

FIGURE 8. (a): J-V curves of module at different concentrations and 25°C. (b): η-C curve of module (continuous solar 
simulator and flash lamp at 25°C). 

RESULTS: MODULE 

A module composed of five three-terminal HBTSCs on an insulated metal substrate (IMS) circuit board has been 
manufactured. The cells were soldered to the IMS and the front contacts were bonded with 25 μm gold wires. The 
module (Figure 7a) has been measured under AM1.5D (90 mW cm−2) spectrum at 25°C. 

Figure 7b shows that the current extraction of top and bottom junctions is independent one from another. The 
voltage at module level is increased with respect to the voltage of one cell. However, in these HBTSC prototypes, the 
recombination in the top junction is still high, leading to Vtop/Vbottom= 1.4 and thus limiting the total voltage. Despite 
the non-ideal voltage ratio, the circuit proves that it is capable of extracting the current of top and bottom cells 
independently from one another. In Figure 7b, we can see the independence of current very well due to a usually 
undesired effect: one of the top junctions seems to be degraded in such a way that it is reverse biased, limiting the 
module current for voltages higher than 0.5 V. Nevertheless, the current of the bottom cells is not limited by the top 
cells. The VOC of the module nearly reaches 5/2 times the VOC of an individual top cell, which is, in the case the voltage 
ratio of top to bottom cells is lower than 2, the limit for a large number of cells. Note also that the efficiency under 
one sun illumination of the module is only 2% less than the one of the bottom cells. Considering the loss of the power 
of one cell per string, and the non-optimal voltage ratio, the circuit is performing as expected; it can sum up the voltage 
output based on three-terminal solar cells. 
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Figure 8a shows some of the J-V curves of the module at different concentrations. Figure 8b shows the 
corresponding η-C curve, which is similar to the one of the bottom junction and peaks between one and two suns. The 
red circles represent measurements in a flash lamp setup, while the black dots represent measurements in a continuous 
solar simulator. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

Both HBTSC and module prototypes have been characterized under concentration. The top junction has a low JL, 
but the bottom junction has an efficiency suitable to allow for module evaluation. The module succeeded in producing 
high voltage: despite the poor top cell performance, the module efficiency decreases only by 2% compared to the cell 
efficiency. The module performance is limited by the poor contribution of the top cell and by the non-optimal voltage 
ratio between subcells. A voltage ratio of 2 between top and bottom junctions is the key to interconnection efficiency 
in this circuit. Series resistance has to be improved for concentration: in the current state, the efficiency of our 
prototype peaks close to one sun. 

The doping of the emitter layer of our current prototype is the main reason why the top junction has a low 
efficiency. Better growth conditions must be found to reduce the formation of DX centers [13]. If the AlGaAs does 
not work out, GaInP seems to be a reasonable alternative for high-efficiency cells. We are also considering the 
possibility to manufacture a prototype of a HBTSC combining Silicon and Perovskite. 
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